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Experience the Joy and Delight of Creating Amazing Wedding Cakes from Scratch. Lorelie Carvey will show you how to make and decorate
the perfect wedding cake. The award-winning pastry chef has spent over thirty years perfecting her techniques and now offers advice that will
ensure a sweet memory for your bride's special day. From the first idea to the spectacular result, Carvey guides you through everything you
need to know to make the ultimate dream dessert. She includes her favorite recipes, like her chocolate buttermilk cake, hazelnut cake,
chocolate mousse, lemon cream cheese, Italian meringue buttercream, and so much more. Carvey personally perfected each recipe during
her baking career. In addition to recipes, Carvey clearly and comprehensively explains and demonstrates (with detailed photos) the baking
and decorating techniques so you can create your unique cake design. With her own guide to ingredients, cooking methods, baking utensils,
and decorating tips, you'll have everything you need to create a magnificent wedding cake that will be remembered and cherished by
everyone. Your purchase comes with benefits including...a membership to Lorelie's exclusive cake support group, step by step video, a
discount coupon for Cake Stackers, printable guides to pan sizes with number of servings, cups of batter, baking temperatures, baking times
and cups of icing to frost and decorate. It also includes a guide to bakers measures and equivalents, emergency substitutions, cake
ingredients, functions, fails and causes, a photo tutorial of delivering your cakes, plus cake decorating ideas and instruction.
Create beautiful buttercream flowers and leaves using piping and palette knife painting techniques. Master the art of decorating cakes with
buttercream flowers in this stunning book from cake artist and tutor Neetha Syam. Neetha's strong, vibrant style and novel techniques make
her designs really stand out from the crowd. In particular, she has developed a unique way of working that involves painting the flowers onto
the cake using a palette knife, and the book will include both this and the more traditional piping technique to show how to create a multitude
of flowers and how to decorate 10 glorious cakes. The book includes a materials and tools section and some basic cake recipes, as well as
sections on making and colouring buttercream, preparing piping bags, covering and stacking cakes. Projects range from cupcakes to one,
two and three-tiered cakes, featuring Neetha's stunning piped and palette-knife painted flowers, leaves and embellishments. Whether you are
a home baker or experienced cake decorator, Neetha's designs will not fail to inspire you to create cakes that look as mouth-wateringly
delicious as they taste!
Lavishly presented in a very portable format, these astonishing creations include popular flowers such as roses, lilies, gerbera and orchids.
Simple steps explain how to make each of the illustrated flowers, and an image of the unassembled constituent parts helps to make each
project clear and simple. Instructions are also give to make foliage and decorative butterflies to complement the flowers.
Features flowers that can be used on a cake or as a decorative arrangement. In this title, the designs include many species of orchid,
rhizomes, gingers, heliconias, bird of paradise, bougainvillea and more. It also includes a comprehensive introduction covering all the
essential information on materials, tools, techniques and basic recipes.
Learn to pipe 100 different buttercream flowers to showcase on your cakes with this complete visual reference to piping flowers - each flower
is demonstrated on a cupcake, with five full scale projects to show you how to combine your flowers into a masterpiece cake. Described by
Chef Duff Goldman of Ace of Cakes as "hugely aspirational yet completely approachable," the authors demonstrate how to build up each
flower using simple piping techniques that even the novice cake decorator will be able to achieve! All the basics are covered to get you
started - how to make stable buttercream icing, advice on coloring and flavor as well as essentials such as how to fill a piping bag and the
basic techniques you need. Valerie & Christina then demonstrate in step-by-step photographic detail how to create each flower and how to
use your new found skills to create stunning cake designs. The flowers are presented through the color spectrum so when you look through
the book you'll see the lovely rainbow effect. Written by the world's leading lights in buttercream art with an international following and over
60,000 Facebook fans!
Even if you have never attempted to make sugar flowers before, this book will help you to achieve spectacular results! Alison Proctor
describes her methods with clear, easy-to-follow instructions, teaching how to achieve a variety of stunning effects.
"You have not eaten cake until you have eaten one of Erin's...ERIN BAKES CAKE is a must on your shelf." —Daphne Oz Learn how to bake
easy but elaborately decorated cakes—no fondant needed! Erin Gardner's cake recipes share a delicious, time-saving secret: they're all the
same. Why play the guessing game of sifting through dozens of recipes when all you need are just a few that contain hundreds of
variations—572, to be exact! The cakequations in Erin Bakes Cake teach you how to combine her cake, buttercream, cookie, and candy
recipes in endless mouth-watering ways. Erin's cake recipes aren't sorcery—they're science. They all share similar ratios of ingredients that
add tenderness, strength, or flavor. You don't have to be an expert. Everyone can learn to make a great cake! Erin Bakes Cake provides the
building blocks for constructing a great cake, and then offers endless ways those blocks can be reassembled. Erin shares the baking tips she
learned as a professional pastry chef and wedding cake baker, what tools to use, how to perfect the cake's finish, and other tricks of the
baking trade. She then shows you how to make gorgeous and intricately decorated cakes by elevating simple, but delicious, ingredients like
candy, cookies, and chocolate. Erin's created cake designs that are festive, chic, and easy to recreate at home without the use of hard-todeal-with fondant. And best of all, you can make every recipe your own! The Any Veggie Cake cake can be transformed into a classic carrot
cake, zucchini cake, or sweet potato cake. A creamy cake filling isn’t limited to buttercream with the inclusion of recipes for caramel,
ganache, marshmallow, and more. A chocolate birthday cake recipe can be reimagined as red velvet or chocolate toffee. Elements of crunch,
like peanut brittle, honeycomb candy, or even cookie crumbles, can be sprinkled onto your cake layers for tasty added texture.
Learn how to make sugar flower embellishments and decorations and create 7 easy-to-achieve floral cake designs for decorated cakes, mini
cakes, cupcakes and cookies with this stunning booklet of sugar flower deigns and techniques from the bestselling The Contemporary Cake
Decorating Bible. Includes sugar and royal icing recipes, instructions for storing and transporting your decorated cakes and covering cake
boards, plus all the cake decorating techniques you need to know to create stunning sugar flowers, from rolled fondant roses and sugar
dahlias, to realistic poppies and sugar peonies. Try out your new sugar flower-making skills with 7 gorgeous cake designs, featuring sugar
flower cake toppers and embellishments on celebration cakes, cupcakes, mini cakes and cookies.

Internationally acclaimed sugar artist Jacqueline Butler has developed a unique style of cake decorating with sugar
flowers, which she generously shares in this beautifully illustrated book. Through over 600 exquisite photographs, you will
learn how to create 18 stylized gumpaste flowers in various stages of bloom, as well as buds and leaves, using a fresh
modern color palette. Jacqueline also reveals how to use the flowers to create artful arrangements on wedding and
celebration cakes, including working directly on single- and multi-tier cakes, as well as pre-made toppers and separators.
Inspirational and practical, this step-by-step cake decorating book will be your go-to reference on sugar flowers for years
to come.
A beautiful, clear and concise guide to crafting realistic flowers and leaves in flower paste (gum paste). In the Kew Book
of Sugar Flowers, sugarcraft specialist Cassie Brown teaches you how to craft stunning, authentic-looking flowers and
foliage using flower paste (gum paste). Learn how to create beautiful bouquets and stunning sprays, from the early
stages of germinating your ideas - taking inspiration from nature and making moulds from real flowers and leaves - to
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creating floral cake decorations with an exotic or wild flower theme for a special occasion. Through clear and concise
step-by-step instructions, Cassie explains every facet of crafting sugar flowers, from gaining an appreciation of the flower
itself, to preparing the flower paste and colouring it to wiring the flowers into an attractive and realistic bouquet. There is a
veritable garden of delights to choose from, from ornate orchids to delicate daisies. The method for crafting each
individual flower is demonstrated in stunning detail beginning with an 'exploded flower' photograph that illustrates each of
the individual components and working through the techniques and tricks that Cassie herself applies to create her
stunning floral displays. The Kew Book of Sugar Flowers is the perfect book for the established sugarcrafter looking to
develop their skills and take their cake-decorating capabilities to the next level. Readers with a particular interest in
flowers and plants will also love this book for its painstaking recreation of flora in flower paste (gum paste), and the book
is endorsed by the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew giving extra credibility to the stunning realism of the flowers that Cassie
Brown has recreated.
The essential reference from the internationally renowned cake designer. Known for her signature sugar flowers and her
glorious wedding cakes, Jacqueline Butler has shared her tips and techniques in this beautifully illustrated guide. Bakers
at every level can find clear, easy-to-follow directions to create a distinctive, contemporary look for their cakes. Covering
single-tier, multi-tier, and premade arrangements, Butler reveals her secrets for lilacs, lavender, dahlia, freesia, camellia,
and many other floral creations—plus advice on tools, supplies, and coloring.
"This comprehensive and accessible guide to cake decorating teaches all of the techniques and tricks that aspiring
sugarcrafters need to create stunning and impressive cakes. Everyone will think these amazing cakes came from the
best bakery in town! First Steps in Cake Decorating reveals dozens of expert cake decorating ideas that are simple to
achieve yet look stunning. All the most popular methods of icing and decoration are covered, including buttercream,
sugarpaste, chocolate, marzipan and flower paste. Detailed, easy-to-follow instructions explain the basics of preparing
and using different types of icing, illustrated with step-by-step color photographs. There is a delicious array of fantastic
cakes here to suit adults and children alike. Beginners will pick up the basics fast, and even experienced cake decorators
will find inspirational new ideas. About All-in-One Guide to Cake Decorating: A complete, structured course in the
beautiful art of cake decorating from first steps to expert skills. Teaches techniques that can be used to decorate all kinds
of cake from a novelty birthday cake to a memorable wedding cake. Over 300 instructional step-by-step color
photographs show how to decorate more than 50 finished cakes. Clearly written, straightforward text covers every aspect
of sugarcrafting skill. Includes covering cakes, filling and layering, icings, chocolate, sugarpaste, marzipan, piping, flower
paste, and quick and easy decoration ideas. ""A ‘must have' for anyone with the slightest interest in cake decorating"" –
Publishers Weekly"
Presents a collection of floral toppers for cakes and cupcakes, with step-by-step, illustrated instructions, recipes, and
guidance on essential techniques and materials.
The rose, known as the flower of romance, is the most popular of all flowers. And roses are the flowers most requested
by brides to decorate wedding cakes and to carry in their bouquets. Sugar Roses for Cakes includes a collection of all the
different kind of roses: wild, climber, rambler, traditional varieties, and the various modern roses—from pretty, delicate, fivepetaled wild roses to the huge full-blown modern blooms. Each section in this cake decorating book covers one of these
rose types, and the authors have displayed them in both traditional and modern settings on cakes as well as in bouquets,
sprays, posies, and table arrangements. There is also a large selection of beautiful celebration cakes, which includes a
spectacular array of wedding designs and various other cake decorations. Sugar Roses for Cakes reveals many
innovative ways to display roses on cakes and as arrangements, too. From recognized authors who are experts in the
field of sugarcrafting, this book reveals unique techniques that will make rose creation a reality for your own cakes.
Including templates and nearly 200 full-color photographs, this cake book is the perfect one for brides and wedding
planners as it explores and reveals many innovative ways to display and compliment the true beauty of sugar roses.
Cake recipes and Roses include: Wild at Heart: Dog Rose Danish Romance: 'Queen of Denmark' Blue Peter Rose Cake;
'Blue Peter' Summer Solstice: 'Chicago', Dog's-Tooth Violet, Ruscus Winter Wedding: 'Massai', Oriental Climbing
Bittersweet
From exotic orchids to lovely lilies to delicate Japanese cherry blossoms, renowned cake decorating author Alan Dunn
reveals the magic of creating designs. In this exciting collection of sugar flower designs, the expert sugarcrafter focuses
on the most popular varieties of exotic flowers, as well as some of his own personal favorites. With over 60 cake
decorating and flower design ideas, this book is sure to be a favorite Exotic flowers and unusual blooms are becoming
increasingly popular and accessible, making Exotic Sugar Flowers for Cakes the perfect companion. Ideal cake
decorations, these exotic sugar flowers are breathtakingly beautiful and fascinatingly formed. From the delicate matilija
poppy to the exquisite bird of paradise, Dunn's stunning designs capture the unique qualities of each individual bloom.
Every flower is fully illustrated with clear, color photographs and detailed, practical step-by-step instructions. The latest
techniques and professional hints and tips are also included, making the designs achievable by both novice and
experienced sugar flower makers. This cake decorating book shows how to wire and arrange the flowers into amazing
sprays, bouquets and arrangements, and how to display them on cakes or as table decorations. Flowers include:
Miltoniopsis Orchid Bird of Paradise Flame Lily Red-feathered Gerbera Brazilian Kapok Tree Flower Amaryllis Ladder
Fern Alstroemeria
Learn how to perfect the prettiest trend in cake decorating – using edible flowers and herbs to decorate your cakes and
bakes – with this impossibly beautiful guide from celebrity baker Juliet Sear. Learn what flowers are edible and great for
flavour, how to use, preserve, store and apply them including pressing, drying and crystallising flowers and petals. Then
follow Juliet step-by-step as she creates around 20 beautiful botanical cakes that showcase edible flowers and herbs,
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including more top trends such as a confetti cake, a wreath cake, a gin and tonic cake, floral chocolate bark, a naked
cake, a jelly cake, a letter cake and more.
Learn how to use easy papercraft techniques on cakes with edible wafer paper to create stunning cake designs. Leading wafer
paper cake instructor Stevie Auble demonstrates how to make a plethora of different wafer paper flowers, plus other wafer cake
decorations such as bows, wreaths, and cake toppers. Stevi also demonstrates how you can cover cakes in wafer paper to create
spectacular backgrounds on which to place your decorations--all with minimum effort.
This stunning book shows you how to make beautifully realistic sugarcraft flowers for cake decorations. There are detailed
instructions on how to make 32 flowers, from the classic rose to the more exotic Akebia flower. Each project has a tools and
materials list, clear, detailed instructions and step photography, as well as a photograph of the finished flower simply displayed.
The following chapter, Sprays and Arrangements, shows you how to make beautiful flower arrangements designed from a
selection of flowers from the first chapter, that can be displayed in glass vases and bowls and used as table displays. Finally, the
chapter on Cakes showcases the flowers on individual cakes. There are 15 cake designs to suit any occasion, ranging from a twotiered wedding cake to a heart-shaped anniversary cake. The front pages feature the basic equipment, techniques and recipes
used throughout the book.
Using all kinds of flowers from orchids to cornflowers, Alan Dunn has designed a selection of gorgeous wedding cakes. In this
book, he shows you how to create amazing sugar flowers, as well as how to wire flowers into magnificent sprays and bouquets.
From exotic orchids to delicate Japanese cherry blossoms, renowned cake decorating author Alan Dunn reveals the magic of
creating these intricate, life-like designs. In this exciting collection of sugar flower designs, the expert sugarcrafter focuses on the
most popular varieties of exotic flowers, as well as some of his own personal favorites. With over 60 cake decorating and flower
design ideas, this book is sure to be a favorite. Exotic flowers and unusual blooms are becoming increasingly popular and
accessible, makingExotic Sugar Flowers for Cakes the perfect companion. Ideal cake decorations, these exotic sugar flowers are
breathtakingly beautiful and fascinatingly formed. From the delicate matilija poppy to the exquisite bird of paradise, Dunn's
stunning designs capture the unique qualities of each individual bloom. Every flower is fully illustrated with clear, color photographs
and detailed, practical step-by-step instructions. The latest techniques and professional hints and tips are also included, making
the designs achievable by both novice and experienced sugar flower makers. This cake decorating book shows how to wire and
arrange the flowers into amazing sprays, bouquets and arrangements, and how to display them on cakes or as table decorations.
Flowers include: Miltoniopsis Orchid Bird of Paradise Flame Lily Red-feathered Gerbera Brazilian Kapok Tree Flower Amaryllis
Ladder Fern Alstroemeria
Take Your Desserts to the Next Level with Breathtaking Flowers and Other Delicious, Dainty Designs Design the most gorgeous
cakes right at home with these 25 incredibly approachable decorating projects. Jiahn Kang, founder of the cake design company
Brooklyn Floral Delight, shows you how to easily sculpt delicate flowers, cute cacti and floral arrangements all from delicious
buttercream icing. With simple instructions and helpful step-by-step pictures, you’ll quickly master the art of beautiful cake
decorating—no baking expertise required! With delectable cake and meringue recipes and easy tips for proper color-mixing, piping
and shaping, you’ll be creating masterpieces in no time. Pipe charming buttercream gardens full of roses and hydrangeas,
delightful collections of earthy cacti and succulents, or even vibrant full-blossom bouquets and wreaths. Whether you’re preparing
for a special event or simply looking to pick up a creative new skill, these beginner-friendly designs will have you wowing everyone
with your elegant cakes and cupcakes.
Stunning cake designs and technique how-tos from top cake artist Maggie Austin A former ballerina, Maggie Austin turned to
baking when an injury ended her dancing career—and has since become one of today’s most sought-after cake artists, serving
celebrity clients and even royalty around the world. Her design hallmarks are instantly recognizable to the legions of fans who
follow her work: ethereal frills, dreamy watercolors, lifelike sugar flowers, rice-paper accents, graceful composition, and other
impeccable details. Here, she shares a collection of her edible works of art and the methods behind their creation, with a “theme
and variations” organization that shows how mastering any single technique can open the door to endless creativity. Each is
broken down into clear instructions and illustrated with step-by-step photos that are easy to follow whether you’re a professional
baker or an amateur enthusiast. From a single sugar blossom to a multi-tiered cake festooned with pearls and intricate appliques,
there’s inspiration for bakers and crafters of all stripes.
Cakes in Bloom is a celebration of Peggy Porschen's artistry, skill and dexterity within the world of sugarcraft. In this stunning
book, Peggy shares her repertoire of incomparable sugar blooms, from vintage roses to exotic frangipani, and the secrets behind
her expert modelling techniques. After introducing the basic techniques and specialist tools you'll need, there are 24 varieties of
flower to create, all accompanied by detailed step-by-step photography and glorious shots of the finished flowers - both close up
and in position on some of Peggy's signature wedding cake designs. The ultimate reference and inspiration for sugarcrafters, the
book reflects Peggy's mastery of a breathtaking array of flowers, creatively used on a variety of cakes.
Mary Ford introduces this fantastic collection of superlative hand-crafted flowers. Each flower is presented with easy step-by-step
instructions, which means that with time, skill, patience and a few practical hints, beautiful flowers can be accomplished by almost
anyone. The uses of sugar flowers are varied; brides can have flowers copied in sugar from their bridal spray and birthday,
christening, anniversary and other special occasion cakes can also be enhanced with these exquisite decorations which will last
for years. The book includes background information on each flower together with details of the flowering season and appropriate
uses. For beginners, the book includes valuable information on the necessary equipment and how to make and use flower paste
and experts will find a new collection of flowers to test their skills. Decorative Sugar Flowers For Cakes is a wonderful collection
that shows the uses of floral artistry through the different seasons.

Two of the most important elements that make a wedding magical are the flowers and a beautiful cake--which serves as
both a delicious finale to the meal and a symbol of the couple’s new life together. With breathtaking photos and expert
advice, this richly romantic guide provides innovative ideas for making a stylish statement with both. Pore through the
images to find a stunning array of bouquets; floral enchantment in the ceremony; stunning centerpieces in the reception;
and inspiring examples for the cake of your dreams. All-important checklists help keep brides on track, from planning to
ordering.
From Yolanda Gampp, host of the massively popular, award-winning YouTube sensation “How to Cake It,” comes an
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inspiring “cakebook” with irresistible new recipes and visual instructions for creating spectacular novelty cakes for all skill
levels. On her entertaining YouTube Channel, “How to Cake It,” Yolanda Gampp creates mind-blowing cakes in every
shape imaginable. From a watermelon to a human heart to food-shaped cakes such as burgers and pizzas—Yolanda’s
creations are fun and realistic. Now, Yolanda brings her friendly, offbeat charm and caking expertise to this colorful
cakebook filled with imaginative cakes to make at home. How to Cake It: A Cakebook includes directions for making
twenty-one jaw-dropping cakes that are gorgeous and delicious, including a few fan favorites with a fresh twist, and mindblowing new creations. Yolanda shares her coveted recipes and pro tips, taking you step-by-step from easy, kid-friendly
cakes (no carving necessary and simple fondant work) to more difficult designs (minimal carving and fondant detail) to
aspirational cakes (carving, painting and gum-paste work). Whatever the celebration, Yolanda has the perfect creation,
including her never before seen Candy Apple Cake, Party Hat, Rainbow Grilled Cheese Cake, Toy Bulldozer Cake and
even a Golden Pyramid Cake, which features a secret treasure chamber! Written in her inspiring, encouraging voice and
filled with clear, easy-to-follow instructions and vibrant photos, How to Cake It: A Cakebook will turn beginners into
confident cake creators, and confident bakers into caking superstars!
Noted decorative painter Stephanie Weightman spent months perfecting the one-of-a-kind methodologies for painting
convincing pictures on cakes that are presented in this guidebook. Employing the use of edible powder food colors with
edible varnish, this book allows sugarcrafters to depict stunning and elegant floral designs with an unparalleled subtlety
and depth. Beginning with a demonstration of how to initially cover a variety of cakes, Weightman then shows how to
double-load a varnish-dipped brush with two colors and demonstrates a variety of brush strokes to create beautiful
sunflowers, roses, rosebuds, berries, stems, tendrils and bows with a fresh, three dimensional appearance. Also featured
are 14 stunning, step-by-step projects that including shaped cakes, tiered cakes, mini cakes, and cupcakes, decorated
with an amazing array of flowers and styles, proving readers with endless opportunities for creativity.
Add a professional touch to your cakes with this essential sugar flower book! If you have always wanted to make
exquisite sugar flowers for cakes but have been daunted by the complexity of the shapes and techniques involved, then
this is the cake decorating book for you. Here, Alison Procter, an expert in sugarcraft demonstrates how to create an
array of beautiful lifelike flowers using simplified techniques and the minimum of cutters, so that even beginners can
achieve superb results right from the start. From wild daisies, bluebells and snowdrops to sophisticated clematis,
carnations and roses — 25 varieties in all — each flower has clear step-by-step instructions and color photographs that
explain and show exactly how to create it. Details are also given about all the equipment and basic techniques you will
need, plus full instructions for making foliage to complement the flowers. Procter then presents a dozen breathtaking
cakes for all occasions, featuring stunning arrangements of flowers and foliage that can be achieved quickly and easily,
using the simplest and most up-to-date methods available. Pretty side designs often reflect the petal or leaf shapes used
in the main arrangement, and incorporate piped lace and brush embroidery designs to add the finishing touch. Packed
with all the information you need to create the flowers and cakes featured, and then to begin developing your own unique
designs, Simplifying Sugar Flowers is for everyone who is interested in the art of making sugar flowers. Flowers and
Cakes include: Anemone Chrysanthemum Daffodil Freesia Magnolia Witch Hazel Rose Iris Mosaic Springtime in Wales
Elegant Blooms
Fiona Cairns turns her attention to birthdays, adding a touch of bling to her trademark pretty style. The Birthday Cake
Book has 52 new recipes and 61 cake decorations, including 16 cupcakes. Whether you are one or 100, a Goth or a
gardener, there is the perfect cake for you here.
Master sugar artist Alan Dunn presents more than 100 of his most spectacular cake decorating designs—all illustrated in
the classic Alan Dunn style. This book offers everything you need to create stunning and impressive cakes for every
occasion. Each decoration, from “sweet violet” to “moon and sun bouquet” is illustrated from beginning to end, with
handy information on all necessary equipment. Alan Dunn's Ultimate Collection of Cake Decorating covers tropical and
exotic cakes, flowers, fruit and nuts, celebration cakes, and arrangements, along with tips on technique and detailed
recipes. This book delivers joy to both the baker and the sugar crafter, with amazing creations to impress those lucky
enough to be offered the end results.
Create Incredible Desserts with the Unique Flavors and Aromas of Chamomile, Lavender, Rose, Jasmine, and More
Innovative and beautiful, these desserts add floral flavors to cakes, cookies, pies, and more to create something new and
absolutely delicious. Amy Ho, founder of the baking blog Constellation Inspiration, shows you step-by-step how to use
these aromatic flavors to make your desserts taste just as wonderful as they look. Chamomile cake is perfectly paired
with peach and mascarpone buttercream, decadent chocolate is combined with lavender caramel to create a delicious
two-bite cookie and Jasmine Fruit Tartlets showcase delicate jasmine blooms, green tea and strawberries. Perfectly
balanced, Amy’s creations will be sure to wow you and anyone you bake for.
How to create an array of beautiful flowers
This book contains a collection of 25 fabulous blooms in a range of styles and complexity. Each is shown beautifully
photographed, then step by step instructions and pictures explain clearly the making of the individual components and
their assembly. Colo
?This delightful book shows you how to make beautifully realistic sugarcraft flowers for cake decorations. There are
detailed instructions on how to make 25 flowers, with the emphasis firmly on the simple garden flowers that keen
sugarcrafters want to create, from delicate flowers such as freesia, pansy and daisy to favourites such as rose and
carnation and bold flowers like sunflower and poppy. Each project has a full materials and tools list, detailed instructions
and step-by-step photographs, as well as a photograph of the finished flowers simply displayed. A useful section at the
back of the book shows you how the different types of flowers can be arranged into sprays and arrangements to suit any
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occasion. In addition, there is a section at the beginning of the book which gives information about all the tools and
materials as well as essential techniques such as making pulled flowers, making leaves, veining, frilling and glazing. This
book shows you how to make beautiful life-like flowers using simple techniques while stunning step-by-step photographs
show you how each flower is created.
Flowers are probably the most popular choice of all cake decorations. The simplest representation of a flower is a cut-out
shape. Other more interesting ways of representing flowers are to create fabric-effect flowers out of paste or to try your
hand at creating lifelike flowers. There are many books written on the art of sugar flower making; LindySmith touches on
this subject here, showing you how to make lifelike poppies and peonies, as well as fabric roses, blossoms and dahlias,
and simple cupped flowers.
Sugar Flower SkillsThe Cake Decorator's Step-by-step Guide to Making Exquisite Life-like Flowers
Exotic, beautiful, delicate orchids capture the imagination and provide simple style. Inspired by the wide range of blooms
now available, three sugarcraft experts now show you how to recreate these lovely, ethereal flowers as cake decorations.
Celebrating the diversity of orchids from around the world, the sugar flowers vary from vibrant red to subtle pink and the
most striking pure white. Familiar favorites are combined with unusual, lesser-known orchid varieties to provide a wealth
of choice for every occasion. Inside this cake decorating book are over 20 projects that provide ideas for sprays,
bouquets, pots, and table arrangements. The orchids decorate a range of celebration cakes from the traditional and
contemporary wedding cakes to christening cakes, anniversary cakes and seasonal projects, such as Christmas and
springtime. Complementary blooms, such as lace-cap hydrangea, spiky leucadendron, Mexican blue flower, glorious
passionflower and pink gaura flowers, are included to enhance the orchid displays. Sugar Orchids for Cakes is a stunning
book with beautiful images and clear, detailed instructions, making it a must-have for all sugar flower makers looking for
up-to-the-minute ideas on creating and displaying fashionable orchids. Cake recipes and Orchids include: Star of
Bethlehem Cake with Star of Bethlehem Orchids Oriental Delight Cake with Bamboo Orchids and Hydrangeas Sunburst
Splendor Cake with Comparettia Speciosa Orchids and Passionflower Tropical Scent Cake with Vanilla Orchids
A stunning collection of floral buttercream cake decorating projects for all seasons, from the world's leading instructors of
buttercream techniques, Queen of Hearts Couture Cakes. Presented in four chapters--Spring, Summer, Autum and,
Winter, with four cake projects in each--Buttercream Flowers for All Seasons gives readers all the inspiration and knowhow they need to create floral amazing cakes all year round. Each of the 16 design concepts is presented as a
spectacular tiered cake, a more accessible single tier version and a beginner-friendly batch of cupcakes, making over 48
projects in total.
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